Adopting alternative data solutions effectively requires experience — Deloitte can help

Investment management firms considering alternative data to augment investment selection and portfolio construction processes find that this one change can be highly complex, because it cuts across the operating model. Deloitte professionals are dedicated to finding innovative solutions for emerging business tools such as AI and alternative data.

- Designing and building the flexible and scalable platforms to process the data lakes augmenting investment decisions
- Developing the human capital plan to effectively staff and manage tomorrow’s investment management enterprise
- Helping develop product portfolios that optimize the use of artificial intelligence and alternative data
- Defining and controlling the new risks new suppliers and processes bring to the IM enterprise
- Understanding the emerging regulatory environment
- Modeling the financial risk associated with AI and alternative data development
- Developing controls and reporting programs to mitigate risk
- Developing controls for managing cyber risk for this mission critical and sensitive capability
- Adopting alternative data solutions effectively requires experience — Deloitte can help
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